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Cell biology (also called cytology, from the Greek ÎºÏ•Ï„Î¿Ï‚, kytos, "vessel") is a branch of biology that studies
the structure and function of the cell, which is the basic unit of life. Cell biology is concerned with the
physiological properties, metabolic processes, signaling pathways, life cycle, chemical composition and
interactions of the cell with their environment.
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The cell (from Latin cella, meaning "small room") is the basic structural, functional, and biological unit of all
known living organisms.A cell is the smallest unit of life.Cells are often called the "building blocks of life". The
study of cells is called cell biology. Cells consist of cytoplasm enclosed within a membrane, which contains
many biomolecules such as proteins and nucleic acids.
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Mobilizing the immune system via blockade of immune cell inhibitory pathways is revolutionizing oncology
clinical practice. Multiple monotherapy agents have been approved and combination therapies are in
development. This review discusses key intracellular pathways where development of small-molecule
therapeutics is attractive, tractable, and synergistic with biologic-mediated checkpoint blockade.
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As the highest-ranked open access journal in its field, Genome Biology publishes outstanding research that
advances the fields of biology and biomedicine from a genomic and post-genomic perspective. Our
responsive international editors provide excellent service and communication to authors throughout the entire
publishing experience.
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Keystone Symposia, a non-profit organization dedicated to connecting the scientific community for the benefit
of the world community and accelerating life science discovery, conducts scientific conferences on
biomedical and life science topics in relaxing environments that catalyze information exchange and
networking. Meetings are designed to encourage scientists to discuss the newest ideas ...
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Introduction. Plasmablastic lymphoma (PBL) is a clinicopathological entity that was initially described in 1997
1 and is now considered a distinct subtype of diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) seen more commonly in
patients with HIV infection. 2 In the original report by Delecluse and colleagues, 1 15 of 16 patients were
infected with HIV, 1 was an elderly patient, and all the patients had ...
The biology and treatment of plasmablastic lymphoma
Study the material presented in The Biology of Prenatal Development DVD at your own pace using the
interactive supporting materials on this page. DVD Documentation includes the program script, footnotes,
bibliography, appendices, and index of terms. Read the script in 92 languages by using the Choose
Language drop-down menu and clicking Refresh.
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Formation of AGEs leads to the activation of different signaling pathways mediated by a series of cell surface
receptors. The most studied AGE-receptor is the multi-ligand receptor for advanced glycation end products
(RAGE).
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Role of advanced glycation end products in cellular
Publication Charges. Biology, Engineering and Medicine is an Open Access journal and we do not charge the
end user when accessing a manuscript or any article. This allows the scientific community to view, download,
distribution of an article in any medium, provided that the original work is properly cited, under the term of
"Creative Commons Attribution License".
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